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在纳税评估管理系统开发时，主要是采用以 SSH 架构为基础的 MVC 模式来













































In recent years, substantial increase in tax revenue in the background, the 
orientation of China's tax collection rate began to turn from the pursuit of scale focus 
on quality and efficiency of the tax assessment is to strengthen tax administration and 
improve tax collection rate, to achieve scientific and meticulous management of 
effective way the tax authorities, especially the grassroots tax authorities and tax 
sources of revenue management department administrator is an important job 
responsibilities and basic functions, the tax assessment to occupy a lot of basic 
information and tax-related information collection and management, but also for the 
assessment of the tax object behavior of large amounts of data calculation and 
analysis, tax assessment manual state inefficiency, lack of management and 
monitoring, influenced by the ability of individual businesses. 
In the tax assessment system development time, mainly used in SSH architecture 
based MVC model to achieve, to the Spring Framework as the core framework, 
combined with the presentation layer as Struts, Hibernate as the persistence layer. 
System mainly includes tax analysis, tax assessment, tax audit, general management, 
system maintenance five modules, through which five modules to realize the analysis 
of the entire integrated linkage mechanism is accurate, check pipe interaction, 
strengthening the management and efficient operation and effective convergence. In 
addition to the system most users are not computer professionals, so use JQuery 
interactive technology to improve the system, allowing users to operate more 
convenient. 
This system uses a graphical interface, simple and beautiful, fast; software 
modular high degree of polymerization in a module a variety of functions, the user 
simply remember to use a small amount of functional modules to complete all the 
work; system fault tolerance design, including multiple levels of data protection and 
control mechanisms, enabling users to business data at all times maintain a correct 
and complete; system uses advanced techniques and methods, combined with the tax 
assessment of the business logic of the tax information analysis and processing, data 
gathering analysis as the basis, information resource management from the 















system. Through this system, convenient for the Inland Revenue Department tax 
assessment work, to improve the efficiency of tax administration sector wages, which 
would also play a full and effective tax assessment unique features. 
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本文在具体研究和分析 J2EE 平台技术的基础上，采用基于 SSH 架构的 MVC
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